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Science Projects 2018 

 

3
rd

 October 2018 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

As part of optional home learning, children have the opportunity to complete a Science project. We would like the children 
to create a Science project either by themselves, with a friend from their year group or a sibling with the maximum group 
size being 3. Every child who completes a Science project will be able to share their projects during a mini Science Fair in their 
classroom. The exact dates for each year group will be sent out in a group call.  
 
The project can be an experiment to answer a question, a problem and solution or a research project. It can be on any area 
of science that interests your child, for example ‘How many stars can we see?’, ‘How does a hovercraft work?’ or ‘What 
would my family eat on the ISS if we were with Tim Peake?’ 

                                                                                                                   

When your child has carried out their investigation or 
research they have to make a display board to communicate 
their learning to others. This can be made from a large 
cardboard box, opened out, painted or covered in wrapping 
paper and held together with tape. It needs to have three 
panels of information (as shown) and needs to be free 
standing.  

This display board should show the project 
title/question/problem, what your child thinks the answer is, 
what they did to investigate their question, what they found 
and a conclusion. If they want, they can include a small 
model or experiment and/or project notes. 

All projects need to be in school the week beginning Monday  
November 5

th
. Individual year groups will provide further 

information nearer the time on exact dates.  

We look forward to seeing all the exciting ideas that the 
children will have. 

If you have any questions, please speak to your child’s class 
teacher or the Science leader Ms Cronin.  

 

 

 

 


